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ABSTRACT

A viable safeguards system includes among other things the develop-
ment and use of indices which trigger various courses of action. The
usual limit of error calculation provides such an index. The classical
approach is one of constructing tests which, under certain assumptions,
make the likelihood of a false alarm small. Of concern also is the
test's failure to indicate a loss (diversion) when in fact one has
occurred. Since false alarms are usually costly and losses both costly
and of extreme strategic significance, there remains the task of bal-
ancing the probability of false alarm and its consequences against the
probability of undetected loss and its consequences. The application
of other than classical hypothesis testing procedures are considered
in this paper. Using various consequence models, trigger indices are
derived which have certain optimum properties. Application of the
techniques would enhance the material control function.

Background

W. E. Siri et al state in report NUREG-O29O Vol. 1 entitled "A Study
of Nuclear Material Accounting" "...the statistical hypothesis testing
approach currently used for interpreting MUF is not sufficient for safe-
guards purposes. Statements about diversion based upon the classical
hypothesis testing approach are always dominated by the game theory
results. Present alarm thresholds are not optimal and penalize the
defender. Optimal alarm thresholds are plant specific. Exploring a
large MUF to a value below LEMUF does not protect against diversion."
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The approach used in that study was to model the problem as a two-
person zero sum game. In this formulation the decision making problem
is considered to be a game between two players--the diverter and defender.
The objectives of the defender and diverter are either in complete con-
flict or indifferent. It is assumed that no cooperation or negotiation
is possible between the defender and the diverter. A payoff function
is described which considers among other things cleanout inventory
costs, recovery search :osts, and value to the defender of assurance
(or recovery) of material diverted. The procedure is simply described
as follows:

1. The defender chooses alarm limit a.
2. If x > a where x = Inventory Difference, then the defender

estimates an amount diverted, y?, and closes down for
inventory.

3. If x < a, then the defender estimates an amount y, diverted
and takes more limited search and recovery action.

The solution to the problem provides estimates for y^ and/or y~ in such
a manner as to minimize the payoff function. The solution given in the
reference paper results in the following:

1. Diverter's optimal strategy is a mixed strategy. He should
divert nothing with a certain probability or divert some
positive amounts with the remaining probability.

2. Defender's optimal strategy is a pure strategy as defined
by the game. Best estimates of quantities diverted depended
on whether y was above or below the alarm threshold.

3. The value of the game is very sensitive to the value of the
alarm threshold. An optimal alarm threshold exists and
is usually not at £he value of the LEID. An alarm thresh-
old set at 2{LEID) is generally too high for an optimal
solution.

This study is a significant contribution to better quantifying and
formalizing the decision-making process in the evaluation of Safeguards
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accountability information. It is of particular importance since it
quantifies the disutility of a facility during cleanout and considers
the probabilities and cost consequences of wrong decisions to arrive
at so-called optimal decision rules.

The game theoretic approach is only one of several that utilize
the cost consequences of wrong decisions in the optimization process.
In an article I wrote in April, 1962 and published in Vol. 54 pp 36-41
of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, I proposed that the trigger
index be obtained by minimax statistical techniques. Defining risk
in the usual manner as the product of loss due to wrong decision by
the probability of wrong decision, the risk associated with inadvertent
sweepdown jnd the risk to be associated with undetected loss were
mathematically formulated as a function of the trigger index "L" and
the unknrwn amount lost or diverted "s". The usual assumption as to
probability distribution of measurement and process errors was assumed.
The optimization procedure for determining the trigger index consisted
of determining the value for "L" which minimized the maximum risk to be
associated with an incorrect course of action. The maximization was
with respect to the unknown amounts withdrawn. Although an explicit
solution for "L" could not be obtained, approximate solutions were
derived and optimum valuesfor "L"obtained from tables printed with the
article. Variations of the basic model which facilitated the use of
a priori information as to the likelihood of a diversion as derived by
analytical means or simply subjectively on the basis of the attractiveness
of the material or vulnerability to diversion, were discussed and trigger
indices derived which were optimum in the sense of minimizing the expected
maximum risk. From such models the effect of a priori information on the
trigger index and its, associated maximum risk can be dramatically demon-
strated. Such comparisons and decision processes are totally relevant and
consistent with the concept of graded safeguards.

In applying minimax techniques the solution is highly dependent as
to what cost consequence models are assumed. The cost consequence of an
unnecessary sweepdown or similar action is usually comparatively easy to



estimate. But what about the cost consequence of undetected loss of
6 grams of material? There used to be a rule in this business that
only effort commensurate with the dollar value of the material should
be expended in Safeguards. I think the sociological, political, and
emotional climate in which we live has made such a rule, in the words
of a former president of the U. S., "inoperative". One approach is to
consider only a threshold quantity (enough for a bomb, say,) as being
significant and estimate the cost both monetarily and strategically of
that loss. Another is to make the cost consequence linear in 6, the
amount lost, Many other models can also be postulated. The linear
assumption was used in the model of the reference paper.

In order to demonstrate and develop in this paper the indices
and techniques involved in obtaining minimax trigger indices, a very
simple threshold quantity loss model will be assumed.

Definitions and Assumptions
Let

X = Index (Inventory Difference)
L = Trigger limit

Assume
X is distributed as N(p,a2) and the decisio.i/action rule is:
1. Whenever X exceeds L, action A of cost consequence

C, is taken.
2. Whenever X does not exceed L, no action is taken.

Further define 6 to be that threshold amount of material lost/diverted
for which a combined strategic and monetary cost consequence of Cj
can be expected. Define Risk in the usual manner as

Risk = (Cost consequence of wrong decision) x (probability of

wrong decision)



Development of Model
Under the decision rule given above Risks R, and R? are defined

as follows:

R] = (Cost of Action A) x (Probability X > Lj y <6)
R2 = (Cost of No Action) x (Probability X < Lj y>6)

Under the above assumptions these risks are mathematically formulated
by

dx where u < 6 (1)

dx where y > 6 (2)

The minimax procedure consists of determining a value for L which
minimizes the maximum risk maximized with regard to the unknown amount
lost or diverted.

Equations (1) and (2) are equivalent to

Rl = Cl

R2 = C2

" F("a")] for M < 6 (3)

F ( ^ ) for M > 6 (4)

where F(t) is the cumulative distribution function for f(t), the normalized

normal distribution.
Since F(t) is a monotonically increasing function of t, and since L and

<s are non-negative, R-. is a maximum in the region for y defined by y < 6
when p = 6 or



Similarly, since l-F(t) is a monotonically decreasing function of t,

R- is a maximum with respect to u > 6 when p = 5. Thus

)R- max = C9F[±=±) (6)

Now R-. max defines the maximum risk to be associated with losses less
than the threshold quantity 6 and Ro max defines the maximum risk if,
in fact, material in the amount greater than 6 is being lost/diverted.
In actuality then, in the absence of information on p, with regard to
both situations, the maximum risk is given by R1 max to the point of
intersection of Rn max with R~ max and by Ro max for values of =—-
beyond this point. The minimum value with respect to L, for given vS
and a , for the maximum risk with respect to both conditions is realized
at the point of intersection of R-. max with R? max. (see Fig. 1). Thus
solution of the conditional equality

R, max = R2 max (7)
or

or

for t = —- or L = 6 + to yields the desired limit. To facilitate the

solution of the equation the attached graph plots c/t\ as a function of t.
There are certain interesting observations that are immediately

apparent from the solution to (9). These are as follows:
1. If the cost consequences C, and C£ are equal then

t = 0 which from L = 6 + to
results in

1 = 6 = threshold quantity.
2. If the cost consequence of loss/diversion is large relative

to that associated with unnecessary sweepdown (i.e. ^/C-, is



large) then the trigger index is less than the threshold
quantity. In measurement standard deviation units this
amounts to approximately la for a factor of 5 for C2 over
C, and to 3a for a factor of 800.

3. Similarly if C-j/Cp is large, i.e. the sweepdown costs greatly
exceed the undetected loss costs, then the trigger index is
increased from the threshold quantity by the amounts corres-
ponding to the factors in (2).

Obvious extension of this model would include not only other cost conse-
quence functions but additional cost terms such as were considered in
the game theory approach. Also there exist for certain threshold quantities
finite probabilities that even plant sweepdown (cleanout) will fail to
resolve the apparent discrepancy, thus precipitating other actions
(additional sweepdowns) of significant cost consequence. Such models
and consequences need to be investigated.

There is another related technique that I would like to briefly
discuss which has application to this problem but has been primarily used
in the field of quality control. This procedure addresses the problem
of establishing specification limits for items of product to be subjected
to 100 per cent inspection in the presence of both process variation and
measurement error. The application to Safeguards is simply to consider
the specification limit (one-sided) as a trigger index and use the
techniques developed to construct the index. As applied to quality
control, the technique is developed and application shown in a paper
Jim Merrill and I wrote which was published in the Journal of the American
Statistical Association Vol. 54 pp 260-274. The procedure again approaches
the problem on the basis of risks. The risks are defined essentially the
same as in the previous model.^however, it is presumed that process and
measurement variations can be separately identified and are character-
istically normally distributed.

Instead of treating the risks separatelyE a total risk associated
with misclassification (i.e. incorrect action) is defined as the expected
value of the conditional expected loss resulting from misclassificiation,



the condition being that the measured inventory difference is a given

true value x. The expectation is with regard to the distribution of x.

The conditional expected loss for given x is simply the sum of the

probabilities of misciassification times the losses resulting therefrom.

The optimization procedure determines a trigger limit L which minimizes

the total expected risk. This technique permits a wide variety of

cost consequence model but as in the minimax procedure the mathematics

can get very complicated as complexities are introduced in the model.

For detail of the method ;he reader is directed to the reference paper.

In the preceding I have attempted to present a "birds-eye" view

of certain statiscal techniques and procedures, based on other than

classical hypothesis testing, available to the Nuclear Materials Manager

to assist in the decision-making process. Clearly these techniques are

not ends unto themselves but would be used to reinforce and strengthen

or modify actions that might be taken or defined on the basis cf

classical testing.

Since it would appear that Safeguards is moving toward the area of

performance specifications for material accountability systems with

better quantification of losses and risks, new and innovative techniques

need to be developed to better control the material as well as address

the concerns of the casual observer.

I would hope that in this presentation I have at least "piqued" the

curiosity of some to explore these techniques as they miylit apply to

their own particular area of responsibility.
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